Metabolic and neural activity in the song system nucleus robustus archistriatalis: effect of age and gender.
The sexually dimorphic robust archistriatal nucleus (RA) represents the telencephalic output of the bird song system. Here, we document sex-dependent changes in both the metabolic and neuronal activity of RA during the sensory and sensorimotor phases of song learning. From posthatching day (PHD) 20-63 in males but not females, RA and its input nucleus HVc showed sharp increases in cytochrome oxidase (CO) activity relative to surrounding archistriatum and the underlying shelf, respectively. In urethane-anesthetized birds, during the same period, the spontaneous activity of male RA neurons underwent dramatic changes in firing rate, distribution of interspike intervals, and bursting frequency, compared with other archistriatal cells. At PHD 20-21, RA neurons had extremely slow, irregular firing rates in birds of both sexes. In males, from PHD 30-36, RA neurons increased their firing rates and spiking activity became more regular, and at approximately PHD 38, strong bursts followed by inhibition (which in awake animals is associated with singing) began to be observed. Dual recordings from RA and HVc revealed synchronous bursting, with RA spikes lagging approximately 10 msec behind HVc. We conclude that changes in relative CO activity correlate with changes in spontaneous firing rates within RA and that patterns of RA spontaneous activity exhibit gradual change as birds enter early song and then again for plastic song. The emergence of strong burst patterns in RA occurs later in life than does input from HVc as established by tracer studies or based on observed HVc bursting in young animals.